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Burbery has  des troyed $38 million worth of finished goods . Image credit: Burberry.

 
By SARAH RAMIREZ

As brands and consumers alike increasingly prioritize strong sustainability practices, some luxury retailers are
coming under fire for destroying unsold goods.

Swiss conglomerate Richemont and British fashion house Burberry are among the luxury companies that have come
clean about destroying finished goods to prevent items from being sold in the "gray market," a strategy used to avoid
diminishing their brands. Online resale platform ThredUp is among those criticizing these practices, calling them
wasteful and irresponsible.

"Consumers are increasingly demanding luxury brands show tangible results of their sustainability efforts," said
Anthony Cospito, head of strategy at Moving Image & Content, New York. "Ultimately, luxury brands need to weigh
for themselves the opportunity cost of supporting resellers versus being called out for supporting a non-sustainable
process."

Overstock challenges
According to its 2018 annual report, Burberry burned products worth 28.6 million pounds, or $37.8 million at current
exchange. This figure includes 10.4 million pounds, or $13.7 million, worth of beauty products.

Burning unsold stock and similar practices are widespread in the fashion industry, according to Forbes (see story).

High-end brands cite protecting intellectual property and preventing counterfeiting as the main motivations for
destroying their own goods. The online gray market is also of growing concern.

There are countless options for consumers to buy luxury goods from unauthorized third-party sellers. These legal,
non-counterfeit products are commonly sourced from overflow stocks and then sold via an unauthorized
distribution channel, often with discounted prices and savvy digital practices to court consumers (see story).

"Burberry has careful processes in place to minimize the amount of excess stock we produce," said Burberry in a
statement to CNBC. "On the occasions when disposal of products is necessary, we do so in a responsible manner
and we continue to seek ways to reduce and revalue our waste."
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Burberry's revelation and the subsequent social media backlash, however, led ThredUp to take on this issue.

"ThredUp is but one solution of online sellers of 'unwanted or excess' inventory," said Rebecca Miller, founder/CEO
of Miller & Company, New York. "They called out a problem and offered a viable solution."

Through an open letter published on its social media challenges, ThredUp criticized Burberry and the fashion
industry as a whole, while touting its online consignment platform.

"We are in the midst of an environmental crisis exacerbated by the fashion industry," read the letter in part. "If
extending the life of a single garment can reduce its carbon, water and waste footprint by 73 percent [according to
the 2018 ThredUp Resale Report], imagine the impact of $37.8M of unsold product."

While ThredUp is traditionally known for more mass, casual apparel, the platform launched ThredUp Luxe last
summer as a challenge to other online retailers who focus on the consignment of high-end goods. ThredUp
attributes the creation of ThredUp Luxe to the overwhelming demand for luxury goods from its customers (see
story).

ThredUp Luxe has a variety of high-end designer offerings

ThredUp also believes it can help luxury brands' bottom lines eventually.

"Resale can help increase the value and longevity of luxury brands, and introduces heritage brands to a new
generation of customers," ThredUp said in a statement.

"Our customers often use ThredUp as a brand discovery platform," it said. "They are able to try brands risk-free, and
later become full-price customers of the brands they fall in love with."

Industry experts agree that luxury brands can benefit from partnerships with online resellers.

The RealReal focuses on luxury resale. Image credit: The RealReal

The fashion market category that relies on consigning high-end apparel and accessories is witnessing a period of
enormous growth, outpacing the full-price segment of its  industry by 20 percent, according to a report from Fung
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Global Retail & Technology. The entire resale industry is expected to grow from $18 billion in 2016 to $33 billion by
2021 (see story).

"[Verifying authenticity] dissuades counterfeiting by, at the very least, providing consumers with access to luxury
goods at a more affordable price point, the type of need that counterfeiters prey upon," said Brady Donnelly, founder
and managing director at Hungry, New York.

"Ultimately, at scale, this practice helps to ensure that the luxury products in the market are at least real and up to the
quality standards maintained by the brand, thereby helping to protect their reputation and, hopefully, establish an
authentic relationship with the consumer," he said.

Promoting sustainability
As consumers become more aware of environmental issues, they are expecting more transparency and initiatives
from luxury brands.

"Sustainability has never been a focal point of luxury retailers or brands," Mr. Donnelly said. "The challenge, I think,
is the scale and complexity of the supply chain of most luxury houses, as those factors make enacting meaningful
change a costly and time consuming effort."

According to the Responsible Luxury Initiative, companies should protect resources by using less and recycling
more, using business strategies and philanthropic efforts to positively benefit society and being transparent about
their progress to engage more investors and consumers.

Luxury fashion brands are encouraged to invest in the protection and restoration of crucial ecosystems. This will
help keep raw materials, such as wool, leather and cotton, available for those same luxury retailers.

High-end brands can also use their influence to promote the development of more innovative and sustainable
materials (see story).

"Luxury retailers have the responsibility to be transparent about their environmental impact to the consumer," Ms.
Miller said. "They need to quantify the impact by setting meaningful standards, publishing them and their
environmental impact, tracking and measuring against their standards and reporting the results on a regular basis."

For instance, Burberry outlined its environmental efforts in the annual report, such as investing in more sustainable
raw materials and reducing chemical use and carbon emissions.

"Luxury brands need to effectively track, promote and improve on their sustainability efforts to build real trust
amongst their core customers," Moving Image & Content's Mr. Cospito said.

"Reselling their products on sites like ThredUp gives brands an opportunity to show customers they truly respect their
values around sustainability," he said. "It's  also a smart way for brands, especially those in the luxury sector, to
strategically ensure consumers who love their products have a way to own the brand."
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